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Drawing For Beginners, Finally Made Simple! (Yeah, I'm Not Kidding)With Tons of Step by Step
Pictures Inside!* * *LIMITED TIME OFFER! 40% OFF! (Regular Price $6.99)* * *Are you ready to
discover one of the most amazing crafts of all times? Yes, I said craft! Because drawing, in essence,
is way more than a mere hobby. It's a way of expressing yourself. It's a way of creating beautiful
things! Maybe for the own sake of creating something with your own hands, maybe because it's
extremely fun -which trust me, it is-, perhap because you want to surprise a loved one with a nice
drawing, or even if the mere joy of creating something for yourself alone drives you. What could be
better than that? In any case, no matter what your motivation is, there is something quite clear:
drawing is DEFINITELY for you!You see, when it comes to learning how to draw we are ALL in the
same game, and yet most people don't even realize it. Most people don't even take the time to
analyze, to gather the right tools. They are lost, as so I was, back when I started learning this. But
know what? You don't have to be. You CAN and WILL cut your learning curve by half just by getting
the right guide. Luckily, you've just found it.Perhaps you are an absolute beginner, just getting
familiarized with this amazing subject. Or perhaps you have been drawing things for a while now,
and you are looking to take your expertise to the next level. Don't worry, I've got you covered! This
guide will approach Drawing from both perspectives. It will take you from the roots of how to draw,
the supplies you need to get, the different kind of shapes, lines, and considerations there are, to the
more advanced stuff, as learning how to use perspective, distort proportions, draw hard and soft
surfaces, apply lights and shadows, and much, much more! Want to hear the best part? The steps
I'll show you aren't difficult at all! You don't have to be an expert to follow those steps! You don't
have to, trust me. My approach to Drawing is straightforward. I'll show you exactly how to proceed,
(with lots of pictures, so you simply can't get lost). Don't worry, this is 100% doable and absolutely
enjoyable. Together, we will make Drawing extremely simple! We'll go through the very best
Drawing techniques out there and go for them, one by one. Because that's what's all about, isn't it?
It's about creating new things... Things we enjoy. Things those around us will enjoy. Things we can
be proud of!My goal is simple. I will take you from zero to hero in the amazing world of Drawing.
Together, we will go to the roots of Drawing as an Art, detailing step by step guides that will teach
you how to draw very quickly. Together, we will transform that knowledge into a simple guide that
will allow you to create amazing things. So let's go for it!Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn
Inside... Introduction: Are You Ready for an Amazing Journey?Look Around You, This is Where It
All Begins...Let's Get Started (Picking Materials & a Proper Place)Warming Up Like a Real
ArtistBasic Lines (Straight, Curvy, Thickness)Tone (Don't Skip the Exercises!) Understanding

Forms, Lights & ShadowsProportion & Scale (Measuring, Drawing Faces, Distorting)Perspective What It Is, And How to Use ItTexture And Surfaces (Hard, Rough, Soft)Composition (Rules,
Spacing, Lines)Drawing Figures + The Art of CaricatureBONUS CHAPTER From "Digital SRL
Crash Course - A Beginner's Guide to Understand Digital Photography & Take The Best Shots of
Your Life"Much, much more! The contents of this book are easily worth over $10, but for a limited
time you can download "Drawing For Beginners! - The Ultimate Crash Course to Learning the
Basics of How to Draw In No Time" for a special discounted price of only $3.99Download Your Copy
Right Now!
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The author claims "tons of step by step illustrations," but I didn't find them, at least not in the Kindle
version. The few drawings included after the first couple of chapters were mostly quite detailed, not
at all step by step, but finished drawings, and sometimes didn't even seem to illustrate the concept. I
will have to find another book to help me, a beginner, learn to draw.

This is probably the most comprehensive guide I've read for beginning artists. The author goes in
depth with explanations on how to get specific effects out of your drawings. There are plenty of
illustrations that help make her point and these I found very useful. I think one thing that I liked best

about this particular book is that there are lots of different exercises that she gives the reader
throughout the book. These are very good for helping the reader understand her points and offers a
great way to learn the various skills that she is teaching.

There are some incredibly useful exercises that help beginners get practice and confidence on
becoming a good drawer and even artist. There are some great instructions that will also help one
overcome any doubt. For any beginner, I recommend this book.

I've always wanted to learn how to draw, but I thought it would take many, many days, months, or
even years. I thought I had no time for it. That's why this book caught my eye. I'm still reading it, but
so far it looks amazing. It's written in a clear, down to earth style, including detailed lessons for the
beginner (like me). So yes, definitely I would recommend it. Drawing is a beautiful thing, everyone
should try it!

I think the author has done a wonderful job of explaining how to draw. The book is easy to read and
comprehend. Each chapter is focused on drawing specific things, for example, line, texture, value,
etc. If a person is new to drawing, then this would be a great book to have. My only problem with it
is that I did run across quite a few errors in grammar and typos. Aside from that, it is a great little
book, worth buying or giving as a gift.

This book was pretty good. I'm learning how to draw so I can do some scrap-booking for trips I've
taken. I like the step by step format and the picture examples. I tried some of the sketches and
they're not too bad :)

This book is a scam, the author merely rewrites information found on the internet, and buys 5-star
reviews to improve the book's rankings on . The author isn't even a real person, use Google images
reverse search and you will find out the picture is from a stock photo site.

This book was of little use to me. No step by step visuals etc. Hard to follow some of the exercises
etc. And...I really don't think this book is for beginners other than the first few exercises than dealt
with shading , warming up etc,I would not recommend this book to beginners.
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